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About This Content

With the new product series OMSI 2 - Download Pack, Halycon Media starts a new series of add-ons for the popular OMSI 2 -
Omnibus-Simulator. In the first part, we provide you with more than 30 different AI vehicles for the existing OMSI maps.

Ranging from small to middle-sized cars, from transporters across ambulances to various kinds of trucks – all in up to 20
different colours. The choice of models corresponds to many vehicle models of famous car manufacturers from all over the

world. There are many models you can see in German traffic every day, but rare vehicles are not missing either in this add-on.

In order to maintain game speed as much as possible despite the addition of more AI vehicles, all 3D models were graphically
optimised and adapted. These vehicles have not been used in any commercial OMSI 2 Map / AddOn so far. They are new

models and variations.

With the OMSI 2 Download Vol. 1 AI Vehicles, maps get a contemporary and realistic look, which makes for traffic exerience
close to real life.
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more than 30 different AI vehicles

corresponding vehicle types of known car manufacturers

modern cars, vans and trucks

vehicles with different repaints/colours

for implementation in existing maps

performance-optimised 3D models

Please note:
Further distribution of the vehicles in the OMSI 2 Download Pack Vol. 1, whether individually or together with free maps, is

not allowed for reasons of copyright.
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Downloadpack Vol. 1 - KI-Fahrzeuge
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core respectively Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or similar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic card with at least 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German
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I thought this game would honestly suck, but I got to punch a Bear stripper in the face. The game is short, and funny as heck.
Gets kind of repetitive towards the middle, but if you stick it out, it is worth the money. So many laughs.. I wish I had more time
to play.

So far I'm at the end of the fourth stair and so far so good to my taste. I had a hard time understanding the combat system on the
first floor, but once you got it, it's cool.
The overall simplicity of the gameplay makes it a nice trip to the non hardcore gamer, even more for the non dungeon crawler
genre gamer.
The graphics are good. They may be a little repetitive at some point and the hidden moving bricks a little hard to detect.
The music adds a lot. Makes you believe something is pending, to discover it was just playing with you.
My regret is the lack of a story, it would have added another level of depth. But man, the guy did this alone!

I will finish it soon because each time I play I'm enjoying it.
. Online multiplayer is dead. Unless you plan on playing this for couch mp only, you can pass on this game.. Best game ever, I
recommend that you buy this amazing FPS shooter, it has everything you would ever want in a game. It's a lot better than
CoD:Ghosts.. tl;dr: Great idea, poor execution.

My Lovely Daughter is a mediocre game built on a fantastic premise. The idea that you need to get close to the homonculi you
build in order to restore your daughter to life sets up a tragic game: Can you kill the creatures you get to know?

Unfortunately, the actual game fails to live up to this premise. The game very quickly descends into drudgery as you send mostly
interchangeable homonculi on mostly interchangeable quests to get gold. The mid to late game is a slog of micromanagement
without much pay off. The interactions are terribly written and disjointed and left me without any attachment to the homonculi,
the villagers, or Faust himself.

And after all that, the ending is...Contrived. It took me ~6 hours total, which is *way* too short for a $10 game.. Bad copy of
Clash of Clans !. I really enjoyed it.

:). Pretty good game.. Positives:
Lovely game. Old school Final Fantasy meets Achievement Hunter 3000.

Customize your characters' stats as they level. Make a damage dealing white mage if you so please! Also no level cap.

Cool character classes. You can go into the game folder and replace sprites to change the look of your characters if you don't
like the default looks.

Open world in the vein of old FF games.

Awesome music with different battle tunes and dungeon music on every continent.

Hidden stuff everywhere, even entire dungeons in remote areas.

Lots of optionals and endgame content.

Negatives:
If you just stack defense and magic defense you can get through pretty much the entire game without any trouble on most
difficulties.

Damage dealt = 4x Attack stat - 2x enemy defense stat.

That and instant death spells are ridiculous. Either you have protect rings and they don't do anything or you don't have protect
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rings and your entire party dies before you even get to attack. Mindflayers.
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+ Butaotome
+ Touhou 16 Arrange
+ Recent song (first appeared in GC4 last May)
+ Fun charts. only plays in windowed mode.. BUDDY is kind of cute but the pacing it pretty slow and the controls leave much
to be desired. It has some creepy elements but the tone is over-shadowed by frustration when the tip of a spike touches your tail
and you die, getting sent back twenty minutes of play time before and having to redo all the puzzels.

The puzzels themselves feel little more than a way to stretch game play time and it seems like the only way to figure them out is
to just keep flicking switches until you trigger progress.

I dunno, maybe I'm just stupid.... Nice little puzzle. Additional mechanics are introduced in a simple and easy to understand
manner, but when combined they do require thought. Minimalist style, and doesn't involve complex maths, but enough logic to
keep you on your toes. Couple of extra QoL features would be nice (e.g. a reset level option without having to exit to main
menu, option to turn off the wave effect), but I was more than entertained as is. Bought on sale for 75% off and well worth it,
although I'm not sure I would have paid full price.. All Pop Cap's games are just perfect. Easy to learn, "plug & play" but, with
increasing difficulty and clear instructions before every new thing to learn. Intense rythm, you are always clicking the mouse, no
time to rest. Original, they can be based on anything else but they do their own way and with outstanding imagination. The right
difficulty at the right time, to maintain the interest. Variated play modes. Ridiculous simple controls, usually just the mouse and
their two buttons, some times the arrows pad is also neeced but, that's all. Very good music and sound effects....
Well, if you already played Zuma, you know what I mean but, they have other interesting titles and this is one of them.
Highly recommeded for casual tmes, when you are in a hurry and want to play just a bit or, for that "in between big games"
time.
ONE OF THE MOST ADDICTIVE GAMES ALL THE TIMES !!!.
Remeber you said: "I will play just one or two levels"?.. It was one of the best out there... But #%@ the scaling is pure crap.. I
want more!. Wait a minute... this game is now free and still no one plays it? ._. Amazing game when populated.. Dimension
Drive has two dimensions, so it can kick your♥♥♥♥♥twice and you can fall in love with them both and its not even really
cheating on the other. There's no sitting on the fence here. If shoot'em-ups are your thing then this is twice as nice because its
packing two stages in each level for the price of one. Each dimension even has sound, so bring both your ears on this one. It
really is the best of both worlds.
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